in this area helps schools:
n Revise assignments in existing
career-pathway courses, design new
ones, and adopt new career-pathway
coursework to engage teams of students in using a mix of academic, technical, personal, and cognitive skills to
complete real-world assignments.
n Help math teachers adopt or
design lessons that engage students
in applying college-readiness-level
mathematics concepts and skills to
solve abstract and real-world problems
requiring multiple steps.
n Prepare career-pathway and
academic teachers to design literacybased assignments that engage students in reading complex technical
and college-readiness-level content
and have students show resulting
understandings through written
products.
These types of shifts recognize
that to obtain a good job in today’s
economy, employees need a combination of academic, technical, technological, and workplace skills. Business
and industry leaders seek employees
who can work on teams, communicate with colleagues, understand
and analyze complicated data, and
apply literacy and mathematical skills
to solve complex problems (Gray &
Koncz, 2017).

Rigorous, Real-World
Assignments

In 2010, SREB launched the Advanced
Career initiative, working with
partner states to create 36 courses
in nine high-demand career fields.
As a framework for these courses,
more than 190 project-based assignments were developed, using the
criteria outlined in Figure 1. (See “One

 owerful Project-Based Assignment”
P
for an example.) These criteria—
which reflect views of leaders in postsecondary education and business on
the knowledge and skills necessary for

post-high school success—can guide
any educator to power up existing
assignments or develop new ones.
Teachers who lead Advanced Career
classes have seen how assignments

Polytech High: Strong Blend of
Academic and CTE Instruction

P

olytech High School in Delaware illustrates
much of SREB’s vision for transforming high
schools. Polytech has connected its 20 career pathways programs

with college-ready academic courses, establishing high expectations for
every student.
Polytech enrolls 1,200 students, roughly 60 percent of whom are white
and 40 percent students of color. Ten percent of its students are enrolled
in special education. Polytech recently graduated 97 percent of all students and ranked 6th in reading achievement and 14th in mathematics
among Delaware’s 60 public high schools. The graduation rate is even
more impressive when you consider that Polytech has higher graduation
requirements for students than the state requires. The school’s standard is
28 credits, including 4 mathematics and 10.5 CTE credits; students also complete a capstone senior project.
Polytech High’s success is due in part to its efforts to assist each student
to find a meaningful path that will inspire their ongoing learning and
achievement. The school’s career pathways are grouped into four academies: industrial, professional services, health and medical services, and
modern technology. Each pathway has a strong partnership with businesses
and postsecondary institutions, During the first semester, students test out
different career pathway fields. Each student spends three class periods
in each of the 20 pathways, experiencing a sample mini-assignment and
learning about potential future career opportunities and postsecondary
studies.
In the second semester, each 9th grader spends 20 days exploring two
career pathways. This includes a project assignment involving technology,
a field trip to potential worksites, and visits to postsecondary institutions.
Students then decide which of the two pathways they will spend 45 days
studying in the second half of the semester and throughout their years at
Polytechnic. In their sophomore year, 95 percent of students are able to
enroll in their first-choice pathway.
In 2018, 76 percent of Polytechnic graduates enrolled in college their
first year after high school; 82 percent returned for the second year. Only
16 percent needed postsecondary remedial college math and 11 percent
needed remedial college English.
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